#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.

Thu, September 5th 2019, 8:45PM – Thu, September 5th 2019, 10:15PM (America/New_York).

See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

Karen ⭐️ Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @pro_naturally: This is my first time participating in a Twitter chat with #MacroSW I am excited to discuss the topic of immigration 😊

Karen ⭐️ Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @mvallejo0213: #MacroSW children belong with their families to be able to cope with stress. In the best interest of a child, he/she need...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
And... Now it's 8 minutes to the start!! #MacroSW

Body Positive Twit Bot @bodypostwitbot  
RT @UBSSW: Looking forward to the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats tonight, on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - We'll be on the @Of...

Sheri Weistaner @clanchefan  
RT @mvallejo0213: #MacroSW children belong with their families to be able to cope with stress. In the best interest of a child, he/she need...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
Please join in the #MacroSW Chat tonight - in just 5 minutes (we'll be there but under cover as @OfficialMacroSW) ...#Immigration #SocialWork #Advocacy
https://t.co/OIIBalo2y6
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter

MacroSW is back in just a minute after our long break https://t.co/sVWTNSLtD5

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc

Please excuse the extra tweets tonight as I participate in the #MacroSW Twitter chat discussing Social Work Advocacy for Immigrants! https://t.co/GElsv8vXl

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker

@OscarLCSW Welcome to Twitter! See you at #MacroSW in a few minutes.

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF

RT @OfficialMacroSW: And... Now it’s 8 minutes to the start!! #MacroSW https://t.co/sdTRE9Osf1

Karen ♕ Zgoda @karenzgoda

Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork

RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

Karen ♕ Zgoda @karenzgoda

Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

Karen ♕ Zgoda @karenzgoda

If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu #MacroSW
Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
Episode 121: The Special Commission on Macro Practice: Interview with Dr. Darlyne Bailey and Dr. Terry Mizrahi https://t.co/oQLjxHyIYB #macrosw #socialwork

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey y’all! #MacroSW partner Vilissa here. Glad to see MacroSW chats back in full effect! I’ll pop in & out of the chat since my internet is wonky because of the storm (I am safe & fine!). Can’t wait to see the discussion on tonight’s topic!

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu #MacroSW

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW
Bri @blrine
I will be participating in the #macrosw chat tonight! (so pardon my excessive tweeting!)

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xFuu #MacroSW

Casey @Caseyface1123
Tonight I am participating in the #MacroSW chat tonight for the first time.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xFuu #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
We love first-timers – we hope you’ll return for our weekly #MacroSW chats, @pro_naturally!

Bri @blrine
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat! Did you miss us?? WE MISSED YOU!! https://t.co/lx1ZPdqsFP
Yes! Us too! #NASW is participating in #macrosw conversation on #immigration #migrantchildren #familydetention #FamilySeparation and of course #socialwork

RT @nasw: Yes! Us too! #NASW is participating in #macrosw conversation on #immigration #migrantchildren #familydetention #FamilySeparation...

RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

New to #MacroSW chats? check out the FAQ:

Glad you're safe - thanks for checking in, @VilissaThompson #MacroSW

@OfficialMacroSW I'm excited for the chat!! #MacroSW

RT @SocialPsychA: Tonight's the night! Even if you can't join for the whole chat, please join us! #MacroSW @mvallejo0213 @karenzgoda https:...

Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings https://t.co/i4s2qVjx5L

RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW
@VilissaThompson So glad to hear you are doing well there!! Please say safe. #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF RT @megb_ubssw: Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants - #MacroSW 9-5-19 at 9pm EST https://t.co/xGXW50WY8O via @OfficialMacroSW

@porndughter Hi, Kristen! #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

RT @mvallejo0213: #MacroSW children belong with their families to be able to cope with stress. In the best interest of a child, he/she need...

RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu #MacroSW
Hey y'all! #MacroSW partner Vilissa here. Glad to see MacroSW chats back in full effect! I'll pop in & out of the...

New to #MacroSW chats? check out the FAQ: https://t.co/T8mUkq3NFH

Hello, everyone! Thanks for joining us. So glad to be back and to have YOU back for our fall edition of Macrosw 2019

Looking forward to the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats tonight, on support and advocacy for Immigrants - We'll be on the @Of...

Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings https://t.co/i4s2...

Did you know #MacroSW is on Patreon? Your support helps expand our work and continue the chats: https://t.co/HyjgkQhOig https://t.co/GWevN9Maf8

Hello, everyone! Thanks for joining us. So glad to be back and to have YOU back for our fall edition of Macrosw 2019

Excited to join, here representing Social Workers United for Immigration & the Latino Social Workers Organization #MacroSW

Hello, Sunya! #MacroSW

Just kidding on that last tweet! If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/HyjgkQhOig
RT @karenzgoda: Did you know #MacroSW is on Patreon? Your support helps expand our work and continue the chats: https://t.co/HyjgkQhOig htt...

Awwww! :) #MacroSW

RT @cheryl_aguilar: Excited to join, here representing Social Workers United for Immigration & the Latino Social Workers Organization #Mac...

Hellooooo @karenzgoda and all the #MacroSW chatters. Everyone else, pls excuse extra tweets for next hour @NASW @OfficialMacroSW #immigration #socialwork https://t.co/lpwHBsYASt

RT @karenzgoda: Just kidding on that last tweet! If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the l...

RT @karenzgoda: Just kidding on that last tweet! If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the l...

RT @karenzgoda: Just kidding on that last tweet! If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the l...

Tonight we’re the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #marcrosw tag @OfficialMacroSW Host: @karenzgoda https://t.co/g44z6ElKiN
DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @nasw: Tonight we're the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #mccrosw tag @Office...

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine- looking forward to #MacroSW discussion!

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @karenzgoda: Just kidding on that last tweet! If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the I...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @A2RecDirect: Helllooooo @karenzgoda and all the #MacroSW chatters. Everyone else, pls excuse extra tweets for next hour @NASW @Official...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Karen Zgoda, #socialworker #swtech & #MacroSW instructor https://t.co/uYYmcij8lp

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: Helllooooo @karenzgoda and all the #MacroSW chatters. Everyone else, pls excuse extra tweets for next hour @NASW @Official...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Hi Everyone. I’m a #MacroSW partner and consultant.

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @ShipUSocialWork: Very important #MacroSW chat coming up. Our commitment to racial justice & social justice requires us to stay informed...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Did you know #MacroSW is on Patreon? Your support helps expand our work and continue the chats: https://t.co/HyjgkQhOig htt...

SB on Leadership @SBLeaders
Hi everyone!. This is my second #MacroSW chat. I edit the @nasw newsletter for @smartbrief.
Stephen Cummings, LISW 🎙 🐣 @spcummings
Stephen here, one of the #MacroSW partners! Welcome back, everyone!
https://t.co/iRFX93nOpe

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@karenzgoda Look at you breaking out the Superstore memes. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@A2RecDirect @nasw @OfficialMacroSW Welcome back Jenna!! #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Joining this #MacroSW chat https://t.co/VnTqRY95ml

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
Greetings everyone from New York! Behind this account, I’m @dplusbruno and currently last year MSW student at @ColumbiaSSW. It’s so good to see familiar and new faces after long break! #MacroSW

Isatou Ndow @isatound
Hello! I am Isatou, an MSW student:) #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Tonight we’re the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #marcrosw tag @Offic...

Oshmin O. Oden @oshkosh78
#MacroSW glad to be here! #USC #TrojanFamily #sisgigroup

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hi! #MacroSW @nancy_kusmaul , regular chat participant, asst prof @umbc @mdsocialwork. Tweeting tonight from Niagara Falls, NY

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Tonight we’re the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #marcrosw tag @Offic...
Dawn @DBReclaimMyTime
RT @nasw: Tonight we're the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #marcrosw tag @Offic...

Megan @megb_ubssw
I'm Megan - I'm a UB student, and this is my first #MacroSW chat!

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
I am Martha Vallejo. Very happy to be here chatting about advocacy social work with immigrants #MacroSW

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
#macrosw hi all! I'm Susan Mankita, I'm glad to be here supporting macro social workers and especially the NASW-FL Task Force. #naswfl #nasw

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Hi all! Dr. Tom Felke, Chair of the Dept. of Social Work at Florida Gulf Coast University, here! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
WELCOME to all our students, educators and NEW CHATTERS!! #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SusanLCSW: #macrosw hi all! I'm Susan Mankita, I'm glad to be here supporting macro social workers and especially the NASW-FL Task Forc...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: I am Martha Vallejo. Very happy to be here chatting about advocacy social work with immigrants #MacroSW

Grecia Quiroz @GreciaQuiroz18
Hello ! I am Grecia. This is my first time being in this chat ! Excited to learn in this discussion #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@mgb_ubssw Welcome #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@isatound Welcome to the #MacroSW chat, Isatou!
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ajolliff234 Hope you have a great chat! #MacroSW

an hour ago

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocWrkDoc: Hi all! Dr. Tom Felke, Chair of the Dept. of Social Work at Florida Gulf Coast University, here! #MacroSW

an hour ago

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: WELCOME to all our students, educators and NEW CHATTERS!! #MacroSW https://t.co/2VUUYOgJ4B

an hour ago

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hi folks! Nice to be here tonight. I work for @ColumbiaSSW and I'm a #MacroSW partner.

an hour ago

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Hey #MacroSW - I’m Shimon. I teach @fiustempel School of Social Work, coordinate BSSW field, and do @DoinTheWorkPod

an hour ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork Welcome back. #MacroSW

an hour ago

prison doesn't work @CyerraRaeAnne
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
We’re joining the #MacroSW Chat - and we’re not undercover as @OfficialMacroSW - it’s @spcummings in that role! (crossed wires on our part)
Please excuse the extra tweets - https://t.co/6gMTAhbYgQ

an hour ago

Immigrants News @immigrants24
RT @mvallejo0213: I am Martha Vallejo. Very happy to be here chatting about advocacy social work with immigrants #MacroSW

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great to see you again Stephen! Reminder: Be sure to use #MacroSW in all your tweets!

an hour ago

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
Hi everyone, I am Katie a MSW student! First time joining this #MacroSW chat!

an hour ago
Stephen Cummings, LISW 👤 @spcummings
@SocialPsychA Yes! Seems appropriate #MacroSW https://t.co/pbKlm76b22

Ashley Jolliff @ajolliff234
Hello everyone I'm Ashley from Buffalo NY and this is my first chat! I'm attending UB for my MSW. Excited to be here. #MacroSW

Jessica @fitnubiangirl
Excited to be here! #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@KatieMSDeRose Welcome #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: Hey #MacroSW - I’m Shimon. I teach @fiustempel School of Social Work, coordinate BSSW field, and do @DoinTheWorkPod https...

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@ajolliff234 Welcome #MacroSW

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
Hi #MacroSW, I’m a school district administrator, LMSW, MPH. @UMSocialWork alum. Glad to learn and discuss tonight! @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/jVtvxZIm4u

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
YASSSSSSSSSS!!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/ODRmNmDOUA

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
Alexis Davis here. Immigration Policy Analyst & @CenterOnBudget State Policy Fellow with @FloridaPolicy. Former @naswfl Central Unit Legislative Chair & current @FLImmigrationTF Task Force Member. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Hi, Pat! 😊 #macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @A2RecDirect: Hi #MacroSW, I’m a school district administrator, LMSW, MPH. @UMSocialWork alum. Glad to learn and discuss tonight! @Offic...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I’m Pat Shelly, representing @UBSSW on these #MacroSW Chats - one of my favorite parts of my job! https://t.co/Td5tg9sZd7

John Halloran @ProfHalloran
@karenzgoda Hi, #MacroSW, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at @LewisUniversity.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: Alexis Davis here. Immigration Policy Analyst & @CenterOnBudget State Policy Fellow with @FloridaPolicy. Former @naswfl C...

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Linda Grobman, The New Social Worker, and a media partner of #MacroSW

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@SunyaFolayan @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @spcummings Yes, hi Pat! #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Our guest experts are Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF and Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPsychA). Special thanks to @naswfl President-ELECT @SusanLCSW for helping organize this chat! @nasw is also participating tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/vFU96fzvGH

RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Alexis Davis here. Immigration Policy Analyst & @CenterOnBudget State Policy Fellow with @FloridaPolicy. Former @naswfl C...
NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest experts are Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF and Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPs...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@mvallejo0213 Welcome and thank you! #macrosw

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
I am a clinical social worker owner of @Hope_Center_ I incorporate mezzo and macro work. We can’t do #micro without #macro #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mvallejo0213: Martha Vallejo, NASW FL Immigration Justice Task Force Chair #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF is an LCSW & Certified Traumatologist who has dedicated her professional life in the U.S. advocating for social change and immigrants' rights. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@ajolliff234 Good to see some "hometown" #MSW students here! #MacroSW #UBSSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ProfHalloran: @karenzgoda Hi, #MacroSW, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at @LewisUniversity.

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF is an LCSW & Certified Traumatologist who has dedicated...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF is an LCSW & Certified Traumatologist who has dedicated...

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s topic is Social Work Advocacy w/ Immigrants: https://t.co/Q0MrrEEZw8 #MacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: WELCOME to all our students, educators and NEW CHATTERS!! #MacroSW https://t.co/2VUUYOgJ4B

RT @SusanLCSW: macrosw hi all! I'm Susan Mankita, I'm glad to be here supporting macro social workers and especially the NASW-FL Task Force...

Karen 💖 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPsychA) is an Immigration Policy Analyst & @centeronbudget State Fellow at @floridapolicy. She has been active in @naswfl as a past Legislative Chair & currently serves as a FL Delegate to the Ntl. Assembly & @FLImmigrationTF founding member. #MacroSW

RT @SocWrkDoc: Hi all! Dr. Tom Felke, Chair of the Dept. of Social Work at Florida Gulf Coast University, here! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@ProfHalloran @karenzgoda @LewisUniversity Welcome back to one of the academy’s most prolific tweeters! #MacroSW

RT @mvallejo0213: I am Martha Vallejo. Very happy to be here chatting about advocacy social work with immigrants #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul @cheryl_aguilar @Hope_Center_ Amen! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPsychA) is an Immigration Policy Analyst & @centeronbudget State Fellow at @floridapolicy. She h...

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest experts are Martha Vallejo, MSW, LCSW (@mvallejo0213)/chair of @FLImmigrationTF and Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPs...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Word! #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Word! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dmtp3JQuN7

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPsychA) is an Immigration Policy Analyst & @centeronbudget State Fellow at @floridapolicy. She h...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q1: Can you tell us something about the NASW – FL Immigration Justice Task Force and how it came to be? #MacroSW https://t.co/JFzYiPGPOz

NASW @nasw
Of course! @NASW is happy to be here #macrosw chatters!
https://t.co/yMr7SGY92M

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @nasw: Of course! @NASW is happy to be here #macrosw chatters!
https://t.co/C3kzLmmuZr https://t.co/yMr7SGY92M

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: Can you tell us something about the NASW – FL Immigration Justice Task Force and how it came to be? #MacroSW https://t...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Of course! @NASW is happy to be here #macrosw chatters!
https://t.co/C3kzLmmuZr https://t.co/yMr7SGY92M

Bri @blrine
@karenzgoda #macrosw Florida has one of the highest population of immigrants, and almost as many have been detained in their lifetime in certain counties. The Florida division of the NASW Immigration Task Force seems to be dedicated to preserving the human rights of the unlawfully detained.

K.Mag @KarinaMagnago
Hello! I am Karina. I am a BSW student attending my first #MacroSW chat! I am interested in learning more about this topic and what this chat entails.

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: Can you tell us something about the NASW – FL Immigration Justice Task Force and how it came to be? #MacroSW https://t...
Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
Hi everyone, I'm Savannah Lindsey, a BSW student at FGCU. Can't wait to participate and learn in this discussion! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Word! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dmtp3JQuN7

Casey @Caseyface1123
@karenzgoda A1. There are a lot of detained individuals in Florid currently. The NASW cares about human rights for all and that is how this task force came to be, when they saw this as an issue. #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw Florida has one of the highest population of immigrants, and almost as many have been detained in their li...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @cheryl_aguilar @Hope_Center_ Welcome back Nancy!! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork Right next door to Buffalo - Hi, Nancy! #MacroSW https://t.co/4fBV7yCGYE

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: Martha Vallejo, NASW FL Immigration Justice Task Force Chair #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Linda Grobman, The New Social Worker, and a media partner of #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: Can you tell us something about the NASW – FL Immigration Justice Task Force and how it came to be? #MacroSW https://t...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A1: FL is also one of the top 5 states for # of undocumented immigrant residents. We decided to target our efforts. @naswfl sponsors us as a legislative sub-committee, which enables us to advocate more powerfully. #MacroSW
Thanks as always to @nasw for joining the #MacroSW chat tonight!
https://t.co/IZ8FRFZNws

RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A1. There are a lot of detained individuals in Florida currently. The NASW cares about human rights for all a...

@karenzgoda @newsocialworker Great to see you tonight Linda!! #MacroSW

RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw Florida has one of the highest population of immigrants, and almost as many have been detained in their li...

@karenzgoda @newsocialworker

@FLImmigrationTF RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1: FL is also one of the top 5 states for # of undocumented immigrant residents. We decided to target our ef...

We read it regularly! Welcome~ #MacroSW

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1: FL is also one of the top 5 states for # of undocumented immigrant residents. We decided to target our ef...

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1: FL is also one of the top 5 states for # of undocumented immigrant residents. We decided to target our ef...

@karenzgoda RT @ProfHalloran: @karenzgoda Hi, #MacroSW, I’m John Halloran. I’m an assistant professor of social work at @LewisUniversity.

I couldn’t be prouder or happier to help these wonderful social work advocates share their mission to help immigrants #macrosw

@karenzgoda The task force arise to advocate for immigrants in light of the injustices they face and immigration reform #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ProfHalloran @LewisUniversity Welcome back John!! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SusanLCSW: I couldn't be prouder or happier to help these wonderful social work advocates share their mission to help immigrants #macro...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: We read it regularly! Welcome~ #MacroSW https://t.co/NI4eUnxKT6

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: I'm Pat Shelly, representing @UBSSW on these #MacroSW Chats - one of my favorite parts of my job! https://t.co/Td5tg9sZd7

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigration TF
RT @SusanLCSW: I couldn't be prouder or happier to help these wonderful social work advocates share their mission to help immigrants #macro...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @fitnubiangirl: Excited to be here! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ajolliff234: Hello everyone I'm Ashley from Buffalo NY and this is my first chat! I'm attending UB for my MSW. Excited to be here. #Mac...

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker @karenzgoda Thanks, Karen. #MacroSW https://t.co/5GchoTgmSx

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KatieMSDeRose: Hi everyone, I am Katie a MSW student! First time joining this #MacroSW chat!

Isatou Ndow @isatound
@blrine @karenzgoda I happy I just learned something new! I know I will learn more along the chat :)!! #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigration TF
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda The task force arise to advocate for immigrants in light of the injustices they face and immigration reform #Macr...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back to #MacroSW Shimon!!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndughter: Hi folks! Nice to be here tonight. I work for @ColumbiaSSW and I’m a #MacroSW partner.

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased anti-immigrant policies at both the federal & state levels, we felt now was the time to devise an approach ahead of the 2020 legislative session & election. #MacroSW.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @GreciaQuiroz18: Hello ! I am Grecia. This is my first time being in this chat ! Excited to learn in this discussion #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocWrkDoc: Hi all! Dr. Tom Felke, Chair of the Dept. of Social Work at Florida Gulf Coast University, here! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBSSW @spcummings No worries! We are here to serve #MacroSW

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen our advocacy for social change & human rights. Many of us have seen great suffering at the clinical, agency, & #MacroSW levels since 2016. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SocWrkDoc Great to see you tonight Tom, glad the weather is okay near you! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndughter
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased a...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased a...
Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased a...

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2 coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SusanLCSW: #macrosw hi all! I'm Susan Mankita, I'm glad to be here supporting macro social workers and especially the NASW-FL Task Force...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are vulnerable, oppressed, & living in poverty. That includes immigrants. #MacroSW

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: I am Martha Vallejo. Very happy to be here chatting about advocacy social work with immigrants #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @megb_ubssw: I'm Megan - I'm a UB student, and this is my first #MacroSW chat!

Karen ♀ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi! #MacroSW @nancy_kusmaul, regular chat participant, asst prof @umbc @mdsocialwork. Tweeting tonight from Niagara Fal...

Kyla Shine @KylaShine1
Hello I'm a first year MSW student at University at Buffalo #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mvallejo0213: Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW Oshmin!!

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect
RT @mvallejo0213: Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are...

Dawn @DBReclaimMyTime
My name is Dawn Brown. I am the Chair of the Online MSW Program at the USF School of Social Work. I joined Twitter today to support @mvallejo0213 and @SocialPsychA of the NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force. Happy to join my first, but definitely not last #MacroSW Chat

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
@karenzgoda Thanks! Great to be back! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda The task force arise to advocate for immigrants in light of the injustices they face and immigration reform #Macr...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are...

naonaonao. @NaoGrapes
RT @nasw: Tonight we’re the 1st of the 2019-20 #MacroSW chats on support and advocacy for #Immigrants - Follow us on #marcrosw tag @Offic...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @DBReclaimMyTime: My name is Dawn Brown. I am the Chair of the Online MSW Program at the USF School of Social Work. I joined Twitter to...
Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Megan @megb_ubssw
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
These times calls for all of us to stand up and speak against inhumano treament of immigrants #macrosw

Vicki Rosenthal, MSW @GlobalSW_VR_Art
RT @mvallejo0213: Social work’s primary mission is to enhance human well-being with attention to the needs & empowerment of people who are...

Isatou N dow @isatound
@mvallejo0213 Amen to that. It’s so important as social workers that we keep in mind that we have a responsibility to all peoples #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DBReclaimMyTime: My name is Dawn Brown. I am the Chair of the Online MSW Program at the USF School of Social Work. I joined Twitter to...

Grecia Quiroz @GreciaQuiroz18
RT @cheryl_aguilar: These times calls for all of us to stand up and speak against inhumano treament of immigrants #macrosw https://t.co/T6L...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased a...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @cheryl_aguilar: These times calls for all of us to stand up and speak against inhumano treament of immigrants #macrosw https://t.co/T6L...

Andell Napoleon @napoleon_andell
Hey everyone, I’m Andell Napoleon, a BSW student at FGCU. Can’t wait to participate and learn in this discussion! #MacroSW
**Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda**
Q2: Why is it important for every social worker to engage in practices that support immigrants seeking asylum & those who have lived in our country for many years? #MacroSW https://t.co/7VV6qBPl5

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
Hi, Ashley - welcome! #MacroSW

**Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen**
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
@porndughter @ColumbiaSSW Hi, Kristin! #macrosw

**NASW @nasw**
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Why is it important for every social worker to engage in practices that support immigrants seeking asylum & those who...

**Casey @Caseyface1123**
@karenzgoda A2: A2. As social workers we have a set of values to uphold and if we see mistreatment go on, it is our duty to help it get better if we can. #MacroSW

**Rachel L. West @poliSW**
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Why is it important for every social worker to engage in practices that support immigrants seeking asylum & those who...

**Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee**
RT @cheryl_aguilar: These times calls for all of us to stand up and speak against inhumano treament of immigrants #macrosw https://t.co/T6L...

**Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @SusanLCSW: I couldn't be prouder or happier to help these wonderful social work advocates share their mission to help immigrants #macro...

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
Truth! #MacroSW
Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A2: It’s in our @nasw Code of Ethics. The preamble: “A historic & defining feature of social work is the profession's focus on individual well-being in a social context & the well-being of society.” So social workers are charged w/ both micro & #MacroSW change.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Alexis Davis, MSSA (@SocialPsychA) is an Immigration Policy Analyst & @centeronbudget State Fellow at @floridapolicy. She h...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@DBReclaimMyTime @mvallejo0213 @SocialPsychA Welcome Dawn! I joined much the same way and I have gained so much through it- I got my last research grant from a Twitter lead. #MacroSW

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
A1 Really, humbler beginnings. Immigration JusticeTF came together b/c of mistake when state conf. planning committee accidently left immigration justice out of past year conference. Many reached out to advocate, & #naswfl put immigration issues into the plenary session. #Macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SusanLCSW ❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
A2 The primary mission of the social work profession is to enhance human well-being re: #NASW Code of Ethics here: https://t.co/jQkKEHxquV For that to happen immigrationreform is necessary #Macrosw @OfficialMacroSW

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
@karenzgoda A2: As every social worker may have a different view or lens. It is important because immigrants need to feel welcomed in our country and receive nonjudgmental help. It is important to know what kind of services and care we can offer. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: Can you tell us something about the NASW – FL Immigration Justice Task Force and how it came to be? #MacroSW https://t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Of course! @NASW is happy to be here macrosw chatters! https://t.co/C3kzLmmuZr https://t.co/yMr7SGY92M
RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw Florida has one of the highest population of immigrants, and almost as many have been detained in their li...

@karenzgoda A2. Being educated and involved in seeking asylum families aims awareness in our Country. It’s the dedication and drive in social workers to connect these separated families of immigrants and bring them together through committees such as International Rescue. #MacroSW

Hey everyone! I am learning how to twitter and have no idea how this is supposed to work! I am a student in UBSSW MSW program and I am excited to dive in and learn with this chat! #MacroSW

RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A1. There are a lot of detained individuals in Florid currently. The NASW cares about human rights for all a...

That is wonderful to hear. Thanks for the kind welcome! #MacroSW

Social workers are trained to develop healing tools to help suffering individuals in our society grow to their fullest capacity. Our social justice values inspire us to recognize immigrants' contributions to America and inherent worth and dignity. #MacroSW

Couldn’t have said it better myself. #MacroSW

RT @nasw: A2 The primary mission of the social work profession is to enhance human well-being re: #NASW Code of Ethics here: https://t.co/j...

@karenzgoda A2b: It’s also in our history. #MacroSW has been a professional mainstay, from Jane Addams’ work w/ immigrants in settlement houses in the early 1900s to community organizing & civil rights activism during the 1960s & ‘70s.
Oshmin O. Oden @oshkosh78
@karenzgoda Thank you @karenzgoda! I am #MacroSW MSW student graduating in December from #USC Again, glad to be here!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Well stated. #MacroSW

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
Because it is the right human thing to do. At this very moment, there are thousands of US children crying because they cannot talk to their parents, detained for the only crime of fighting for a better future for their families. #MacroSW

Taylor Faiella @tayfaiella
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Vicki Rosenthal, MSW @GlobalSW_VR_Art
As social workers, we should all be advocating for the inhumane treatment of immigrants. We are all human. We all deserve and expect the same rights. Social workers need to be in the forefront of this issue. It's why we are social workers! #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: NASW Social Justice Brief on Migrant Families & Children: https://t.co/udE4PdapHZ via @nasw #MacroSW

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
#MacroSW Hi everyone, I'm Robbie an orlando-based MSW student @uscsocialwork and a member of @FLImmigrationTF. This is my first macro chat experience. Glad to be here for this discussion on immigration.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#Welcome! #MacroSW
Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @mvallejo0213: Because it is the right human thing to do. At this very moment, there are thousands of US children crying because they ca...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda The task force arise to advocate for immigrants in light of the injustices they face and immigration reform #Macr...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1: FL is also one of the top 5 states for # of undocumented immigrant residents. We decided to target our ef...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
We’re glad to be one of the three Contributors to the Chat - with @AlyssaLotmore and @acosaorg ! @UBSSW https://t.co/2FfEMvf7da #MacroSW https://t.co/0pbi1Ql2uz

NASW @nasw
A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exception Here’s how you can help #migrantchildren being detained Watch: https://t.co/IxsGfPIBDJ #Macrosw @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/uprFRr6fCM

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2b: It’s also in our history. #MacroSW has been a professional mainstay, from Jane Addams’ work w/ immigrant...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A2. Being educated and involved in seeking asylum families aims awareness in our Country. It's the dedication...

Isatou Ndow @isatound
@karenzgoda With a human rights perspective, we know that all immigrants have rights and human dignity; with engaging in practices to support immigrants, we keep to our values of advocacy and social justice #MacroSW

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...
@GreciaQuirozRT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...

@karenzgodaWelcome to #MacroSW Robbie!

@megb_ubssw@karenzgoda A2: Because everyone deserves to be treated with dignity. #MacroSW

@nancy_kusmaul@MeaganR94591985 Hi Meagan, chats can be overwhelming at the beginning. Read our FAQs and know that you don’t have to answer everything. #MacroSW

@SocialPsychA@karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+ yrs. When govt. cuts service eligibility, it impacts SW jobs/pay. Asylum-seekers esp. need our trauma-informed lens. When immigrants suffer, we all suffer. #MacroSW

@UBSSW@KylaShine1 Glad to see you hear, Kyla~ #MacroSW

@nancy_kusmaulRT @DeafSocialWork: Couldn't have said it better myself. #MacroSW https://t.co/rAdVzpZy6F

@nancy_kusmaulRT @mvallejo0213: Social workers are trained to develop healing tools to help suffering individuals in our society grow to their fullest ca...

@FLImmigrationTFThanks to @mvallejo0213!!! She spearheaded this cause!

@karenzgoda*humane #MacroSW

@UBSSWRT @DBReclaimMyTime: My name is Dawn Brown. I am the Chair of the Online MSW Program at the USF School of Social Work. I joined Twitter to...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: Because it is the right human thing to do. At this very moment, there are thousands of US children crying because they ca...

NASW @nasw
RT @megb_ubssw: @karenzgoda A2: Because everyone deserves to be treated with dignity. #MacroSW

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
A2. Our @nasw code of ethics calls us to fight against injustices & treat people with dignity and worth no matter where they come from https://t.co/4fxv73NL31 #MacroSW

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda With a human rights perspective, we know that all immigrants have rights and human dignity; with engaging in prac...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A2: NASW Social Justice Brief on Migrant Families & Children: https://t.co/udE4PdapHZ via @nasw #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda With a human rights perspective, we know that all immigrants have rights and human dignity; with engaging in prac...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Well stated. #MacroSW https://t.co/LDNKdPDcWV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Why is it important for every social worker to engage in practices that support immigrants seeking asylum & those who...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
A2: 2. Our professional values mandate to defend vulnerable populations and promote social justice. There is not a better example of a vulnerable population suffering injustice in our country now. The new laws perpetuate social injustice & requires social advocacy #MacroSW https://t.co/dsaZR8HZ0o

NASW @nasw
RT @SWClaudiaR: A2: 2. Our professional values mandate to defend vulnerable populations and promote social justice. There is not a better ex...
NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF  
an hour ago
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A2. Being educated and involved in seeking asylum families aims awareness in our Country. It's the dedication...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey  
an hour ago
RT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...

Naomi DC PR @cellistontherun  
an hour ago
Just hopping into the #MacroSW chat! My name is Naomi Correa, I'm an LSW currently working as a medical case manager for people living with HIV.

Isatou Ndao @isatound  
an hour ago
@nasw @OfficialMacroSW Together we stand against injustice #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
an hour ago
CONGRATS YOU GOT THIS!!!! #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF  
an hour ago
RT @mvallejo0213: Social workers are trained to develop healing tools to help suffering individuals in our society grow to their fullest ca...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
an hour ago
#MacroSW =>

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
an hour ago
RT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...

Jenna Bacolor @A2RecDirect  
an hour ago
A2 We need to know the policies in our area that support #immigrants. In my case, the laws that allow students to enroll in school regardless of immigration status. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A2. Being educated and involved in seeking asylum families aims awareness in our Country. It's the dedication...
NASW @nasw
A2 #NASW released a short video outlining @NASWTX activities helping #migrantchildren from Exec. Dir. Miriam Nisenbaum on how #socialworkers can aid children detainees. Watch: https://t.co/lxsGfIPBDJ #Macrosw @OfficialMacroSW #immigrationreform https://t.co/M4oohjEiWA

Karen ☽ Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: Protecting the Rights of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers via @amnestyusa #MacroSW https://t.co/XeSwrLAifZ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SWClaudiaR: A2: 2. Our professional values mandate to defend vulnerable populations and promote social justice. There is not a better ex...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @nasw: A2 The primary mission of the social work profession is to enhance human well-being re: #NASW Code of Ethics here: https://t.co/j...

Karen ☽ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW ===> https://t.co/h5qVG55IMp

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @nasw: A2 #NASW released a short video outlining @NASWTX activities helping #migrantchildren from Exec. Dir. Miriam Nisenbaum on how #so...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: Because it is the right human thing to do. At this very moment, there are thousands of US children crying because they ca...

Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A2. Our @nasw code of ethics calls us to fight against injustices & treat people with dignity and worth no matter where...

Kyla Shine @KylaShine1
RT @UBSSW: @KylaShine1 Glad to see you hear, Kyla~ #MacroSW

Grecia Quiroz @GreciaQuiroz18
This is exactly why we need a reform!
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A2: NASW Social Justice Brief on Migrant Families & Children: https://t.co/udE4PdapHZ via @nasw #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
A2: social justice is at the CORE of social work. All immigrants deserve to live without fear, to grow, live a good life. Once we start to pick and choose who is and isn’t worthy of support based on nationality or immigration status, we cease to fulfill our SW mission. #MacroSW

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
Thank you for sharing the work of our colleagues related to immigrant justice, #nasw

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2: It’s in our @nasw Code of Ethics. The preamble: “A historic & defining feature of social work is the prof...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mvallejo0213: Because it is the right human thing to do. At this very moment, there are thousands of US children crying because they ca...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mvallejo0213: Social workers are trained to develop healing tools to help suffering individuals in our society grow to their fullest ca...

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Protecting the Rights of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers via @amnestyusa #MacroSW https://t.co/XeSwrLAifZ

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW ===> https://t.co/h5qVG55lMp

Megan @megb_ubssw
@SocialPsychA Yes. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...
RT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...

RT @GlobalSW_VR_Art: As social workers, we should all be advocating for the inhumane treatment of immigrants. We are all human. We all dese...

Micro->Macro = Interconnected and interrelated!

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2b: It’s also in our history. #MacroSW has been a professional mainstay, from Jane Addams’ work w/ immigrant...

RT @nasw: A2 #NASW released a short video outlining @NASWTX activities helping #migrantchildren from Exec. Dir. Miriam Nisenbaum on how #so...

#MacroSW====> https://t.co/h5qVG55lMp

RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A2: A2. As social workers we have a set of values to uphold and if we see mistreatment go on, it is our dut...

Laws regarding undergraduate and graduate enrollment are very important topics to be aware of!

RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW ===> https://t.co/h5qVG55lMp

I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore and Pat Shelly representing @ubssw #MacroSW https://t.co/R7OrBZYoXu

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...
Hey #MacroSW. I’m Susie, assistant professor @UCFSocialWork. First time chatting but long time lurker 😊

@SocialPsychA @karenzgoda I think you summed it up! Honestly, I think sometimes people put immigrant welfare and social welfare on different ends when they go hand in hand. #Macrosw

RT @karenzgoda: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore and Pat Shelly representing @ubssw #MacroSW http...

RT @isatound: @SocialPsychA @karenzgoda I think you summed it up! Honestly, I think sometimes people put immigrant welfare and social welfare on different ends when they go hand in hand. #Macrosw

#MacroSW

RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Why is it important for every social worker to engage in practices that support immigrants seeking asylum & those who...

*humane #MacroSW https://t.co/WNAweBtK5H

Yes *humane!

RT @nasw: A2 #NASW released a short video outlining @NASWTX activities helping #migrantchildren from Exec. Dir. Miriam Nisenbaum on how #so...

@SocialPsychA @karenzgoda I think you summed it up! Honestly, I think sometimes people put immigrant welfare and social welfare on different ends when they go hand in hand. #Macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3 coming up! #MacroSW https://t.co/mMkn3k8wEJ

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
@SocialPsychA @karenzgoda So many people are so unaware about these facts. This is so important for everyone to know and truly understand! #MacroSW

Adeline Medeiros @adelinemedeiros
Oh gosh, I can’t participate tonight but I am SO happy to see conversations around #MacroSW happening! I constantly have people ask me why I no longer “do social work”...my answer is always that macro work IS #SocialWork!

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda With a human rights perspective, we know that all immigrants have rights and human dignity; with engaging in prac...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2: It’s in our @nasw Code of Ethics. The preamble: “A historic & defining feature of social work is the prof...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KatieMSDeRose: @SocialPsychA @karenzgoda So many people are so unaware about these facts. This is so important for everyone to know and...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @adelinemedeiros: Oh gosh, I can’t participate tonight but I am SO happy to see conversations around #MacroSW happening! I constantly ha...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @isatound: @SocialPsychA @karenzgoda I think you summed it up! Honestly, I think sometimes people put immigrant welfare and social welfa...
RT @adelinemedeiros: Oh gosh, I can’t participate tonight but I am SO happy to see conversations around #MacroSW happening! I constantly ha... an hour ago

This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW an hour ago

RT @SusanLCSW: A1 Really, humbler beginnings.Immigration JusticeTF came together b/c of mistake when state conf. planning committee acciden... an hour ago

We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing conditions abroad that lead many to leave. #MacroSW Immigration has a historical context. an hour ago

@KatieMSDeRose @SocialPsychA @karenzgoda Knowledge is power!!! #Macrosw an hour ago

RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition... an hour ago

Welcome Susanny!! Glad to hear your thoughts tonight! #MacroSW an hour ago

RT @SWClaudiaR: A2: 2.Our professional values mandate to defend vulnerable populations and promote social justice. There is not a better ex... an hour ago

@SusannyBeltran @UCFSocialWork Glad you’re no longer lurking 😂 #MacroSW an hour ago

RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N an hour ago

Well stated. #MacroSW https://t.co/LDNKdPDcWV an hour ago

RT @nancy_kusmaul: Well stated. #MacroSW https://t.co/LDNKdPDcWV an hour ago
Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition...

an hour ago

NASW @nasw
Why thank you! https://t.co/ZKtoJyExIV

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...

an hour ago

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW ===> https://t.co/h5qVG55lMp

an hour ago

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N

an hour ago

Stephen Koonz, MA, MSW @StephenKoonz
RT @karenzgoda: 🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉 #MacroSW https://t.co/cqEWtlFxYk

an hour ago

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
This! I feel this is overlooked across various dialogues so frequently. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Also: NO HUMAN BEING IS ILLEGAL #MacroSW

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A2: social justice is at the CORE of social work. All immigrants deserve to live without fear, to grow, live a good life....

an hour ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve them? #MacroSW
https://t.co/V3bfmBTaZG

an hour ago
Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
RT @karenzgoda: 🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌 #MacroSW https://t.co/cqEWtlfXyK

Isatou Ndow @isatound
@ShimonDCohen That's an awesome point on the causes of migrations in the first place that America had/has a hand in #macrosw

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
As we wait for next question, take a few seconds to sign this social workers led petition denouncing #govtledchildabuse of immigrant children. Close to 3000 social workers have signed it https://t.co/GhJy0YzAxO #MacroSW

Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
A2: Okay. I think I am doing this right...We really need to be the non-judgemental voice for those who really need it! Fighting social injustices is something that we as social workers do in the field.

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
RT @ShimonDCohen: Also: NO HUMAN BEING IS ILLEGAL #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A2: @nasw Code of Ethics -- social workers respect the dignity and worth of the person #MacroSW

Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee
RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve th...

Cordelia. @Cordeli55413195
Hi! I’m cordelia a sociology student from Oneonta State University!! Nice to meet you guys #macroSW

Dominique @_dominiqueparis
@ProfHalloran @OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda @LewisUniversity Hi #MacroSW I’m Dominique from SUNY Oneonta taking an Intro to Social Work class!
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adelinemedeiros: Oh gosh, I can’t participate tonight but I am SO happy to see conversations around #MacroSW happening! I constantly ha...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @cheryl_aguilar: As we wait for next question, take a few seconds to sign this social workers led petition denouncing #govtledchildabuse...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. & make it harder for those living here to access benefits, forming an “invisible wall.” #MacroSW @KFF https://t.co/IM3CE0tTkJ

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A3: Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW https://t.co/rMOeIENwBU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve th...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve th...

Casey @Caseyface1123
@karenzgoda A3. 21 states have agreed to ‘tuition equality’ which offers in state tuition rates to immigrants regardless of their status. This helps the community’s as a whole because these people are being better educated, which leads to better financial outcomes. #macrosw
Vicki Rosenthal, MSW @GlobalSW_VR_Art
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Cordelia. @Cordeli55413195
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee
RT @cheryl_aguilar: As we wait for next question, take a few seconds to sign this social workers led petition denouncing #govtledchildabuse...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve th...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
"Social workers treat each person in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and cultural and ethnic diversity." - NASW Code of Ethics, regarding the principle of dignity and worth of the person. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Also: NO HUMAN BEING IS ILLEGAL #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A3. 21 states have agreed to ‘tuition equality’ which offers in state tuition rates to immigrants regardless...
NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @sav__lindsey: “Social workers treat each person in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and cultural and...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW...

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
Consider signing

Casey @Caseyface1123
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A1b: The task force includes social work students, educators, LCSWs, & macro practitioners. Given increased a...

Cordelia. @Cordeli55413195
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2: It’s in our @nasw Code of Ethics. The preamble: “A historic & defining feature of social work is the prof...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2b: It’s also in our history. #MacroSW has been a professional mainstay, from Jane Addams’ work w/ immigrant...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A2c: Immigrant welfare = social welfare. Undocumented immigrants pay $12B in taxes/yr. 62% have been here 10+...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

NASW @nasw
A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their families for longer periods of time. We joined an amicus brief filed Friday by @arentfox adamantly opposing this. Learn more: https://t.co/R5lEs4Pp8j #MacroSW https://t.co/HZ9qTMxyjm

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mvallejo0213: This is an amazing video of the Texas NASW Chapter about advocating for immigrants #MacroSW https://t.co/WJzN91uy3N

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@karenzgoda We see #trauma, #abuse, #illegal detentions, and cruel #policy re: immigrant and refugees. #MacroSW #Accountability is lacking.

NASW @nasw
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A3. 21 states have agreed to ‘tuition equality’ which offers in state tuition rates to immigrants regardless...
Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

Willa Voss @willaboss
My life👇

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: A3: Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A3: I have personally treated very high-performing high schoolers who have thoughts of harming themselves due to feeling powerless and anxious because their parent(s) are in deportation proceedings after living/working in the US with no criminal record. #MacroSW

Cordelia. @Cordeli55413195
RT @sav__lindsey: “Social workers treat each person in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and cultural and...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cheryl_aguilar: As we wait for next question, take a few seconds to sign this social workers led petition denouncing #govtledchildabuse...

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Not directly related to this question but we also need to be careful with phrases like “we are a country of immigrants” because this invalidates and erases the reality of Native Americans who were & are here, and Africans who were captured & brought here as slaves #MacroSW
A3 For #NASW its opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

“Social workers treat each person in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and cultural and...

Not directly related to this question but we also need to be careful with phrases like “we are a country of immigrants” b...

With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year, FL made it mandatory for local authorities to cooperate w/ ICE, putting immigrants at deportation risk. Almost all Southern states plus AZ, AK, IA & MO have too. #MacroSW

An issue that has come up fairly recently in my practice is the new proposed rule from the Trump administration which punishes immigrants who are applying for green cards that have received public benefits, including Medicaid. #MacroSW

Inclusive state policies for immigrants (that social workers & NASW Chapters can lift up) via @CenterOnBudget #MacroSW...

I have personally treated very high-performing high schoolers who have thoughts of harming themselves due to feeling...

The invisible wall is happening, even if the physical wall isn’t. #MacroSW -->
Megan @megb_ubssw
@SocialPsychA @karenzgoda @KFF @SocialPsychA thank you for sharing this infographic. #MacroSW

Michigan Schools @SchoolsMichigan
RT @A2RecDirect: A2 We need to know the policies in our area that support immigrants. In my case, the laws that allow students to enroll i...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for migrant children, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3b: With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year,...

NASW @nasw
How sad

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Context is everything. #MacroSW

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A3: What’s being done: Numerous nonprofits exist to serve immigrants in immigrant-heavy states like FL, TX, CA, and NY, but they’re mostly volunteer-led and grossly underfunded. They need volunteers and financial support. Find them in your state. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: @karenzgoda We see #trauma, #abuse, #illegal detentions, and cruel #policy re: immigrant and refugees. #MacroSW #Accountability...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A3c: The fed. govt. is trying to end the Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program that allows foreign-born children who arrived before age 16 to live/work in US. Lawsuits & SCOTUS have temporarily prevented this, but the struggle’s not over. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO
RT @cellistontherun: A3a: An issue that has come up fairly recently in my practice is the new proposed rule from the Trump administration w...

It may occur that some are not speaking of abuses they are going through/went through due to fear of deportation #MacroSW

A3: all the attacks on immigrants: raids & deportations, family separations, racist and inhumane policies popping up, proposals to end immigration programs leading to massive anxiety, depression, ptsd and collective community trauma #MacroSW

RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

RT @ShimonDCohen: Not directly related to this question but we also need to be careful with phrases like “we are a country of immigrants” b...

This legal advocacy makes me even more proud to be an @nasw member! Yes, #MacroSW matters!! @NASWMI

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3: Numerous policies have been pushed by the federal govt. since 2016 to restrict immigrants entering U.S. &...

RT @mvallejo0213: A3: I have personally treated very high-performing high schoolers who have thoughts of harming themselves due to feeling...

@karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serve (LGBTQ+, women, etc.) automatically includes asylum seekers and our services should be inclusive and radically supportive of them #MacroSW

RT @OfficialMacroSW: The invisible wall is happening, even if the physical wall isn't. #MacroSW --> https://t.co/gsszCKt0Ms
Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A3: What’s being done: @nasw & coalition of orgs. dedicated to protecting the health & welfare of all children signed an amicus brief opposing the Trump Admin.’s Final Rule overturning protections guaranteed to immigrant children under 1997 Flores Settlement Agreement #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Not directly related to this question but we also need to be careful with phrases like “we are a country of immigrants” b...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A3. 21 states have agreed to ‘tuition equality’ which offers in state tuition rates to immigrants regardless...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serv...

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello
RT @nasw: A2 #NASW released a short video outlining @NASWTX activities helping #migrantchildren from Exec. Dir. Miriam Nisenbaum on how #so...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @A2RecDirect: This legal advocacy makes me even more proud to be an @nasw member! Yes, #MacroSW matters!! @NASWMI https://t.co/qRRsSgBHbC

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A3) In Southwest Florida, we are working with our local social service agencies to help educate individuals on their rights & bring facts to the media to combat the negative stereotypes and misinformation often reported. #MacroSW

Grecia Quiroz @GreciaQuiroz18
A large issue in today’s society is dealing with mixed-status families and properly giving them resources that can benefit all.
Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @cellistontherun: A3a: An issue that has come up fairly recently in my practice is the new proposed rule from the Trump administration w...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant children & families: https://t.co/uLa82zQNBQ #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: Numerous nonprofits exist to serve immigrants in immigrant-heavy states like FL, TX, CA, and NY, b...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

NASW @nasw
And You can read more about the brief #NASW filed here: : https://t.co/R5IEs4Pp8j

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW

Bri @blrine
@karenzgoda #macrosw

K.Mag @KarinaMagnago
RT @sav__lindsey: “Social workers treat each person in a caring and respectful fashion, mindful of individual differences and cultural and...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @A2RecDirect: This legal advocacy makes me even more proud to be an @nasw member! Yes, #MacroSW matters!! @NASWMI https://t.co/qRRsSgBHbC

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @isatound: It may occur that some are not speaking of abuses they are going through/went through due to fear of deportation #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) In Southwest Florida, we are working with our local social service agencies to help educate individuals on their rights...
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<td>@StephenKoonz: RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin B. Frazee</td>
<td>@porndaughter: RT @SWClaudiaR: This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp">https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#MacroSW Moderator</td>
<td>@OfficialMacroSW: RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serv...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force</td>
<td>@FLImmigrationTF: RT @cheryl_aguilar: A3: all the attacks on immigrants: raids &amp; deportations, family separations, racist and inhumane policies popping up, p...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Ramirez</td>
<td>@SWClaudiaR: RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3c: The fed. govt. is trying to end the Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program that...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. West</td>
<td>@poliSW: RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey</td>
<td>@Caseyface1123: RT @SWClaudiaR: This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp">https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work</td>
<td>@UBSSW: @cellistontherun The &quot;public charge&quot; = attempt to further stem migration / immigration by this administration. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bri</td>
<td>@blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Isatou Ndow @isatound
Resettlement is an issue as well; social workers connect immigrants with needed housing, language services and other services but there needs to be more funding and support in these areas #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...

John Halloran @ProfHalloran
@karenzgoda A3a We are certainly seeing a heightening of some ethical issues about social workers/social welfare organizations as implementers of unjust policy. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3b: With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year,...

John Halloran @ProfHalloran
@karenzgoda A3b We also see an intersection of multiple systems—such as immigration and child welfare. The CWLA is putting on a webinar on this issue next week (#MacroSW): https://t.co/iCFyXfZaBf

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
A3: Programs & interventions where community members are at are essential ie psychoed & support groups at churches, clinics, schools. @Hope_Center_ has taken Emotion & Politics psychoed/support group where community is at #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @nasw & coalition of orgs. dedicated to protecting the health & welfare of all children signed an...

NASW @nasw
RT @cellistontherun: A3a: An issue that has come up fairly recently in my practice is the new proposed rule from the Trump administration w...

Tam Guy @TamJGuy
RT @SWClaudiaR: This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp
**NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF**
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serv...

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3c: The fed. govt. is trying to end the Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program that...

**Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA**
@karenzgoda A3d What's being done: @CenterOnBudget’s report https://t.co/cC3N4B5u1A relays inclusive policies states can push to help: driver’s licenses & college financial aid for undocumented immigrants, better labor law enforcement, & health insurance for immigrant children. #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: Numerous nonprofits exist to serve immigrants in immigrant-heavy states like FL, TX, CA, and NY, b...

**NASW @nasw**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: The invisible wall is happening, even if the physical wall isn’t. #MacroSW ---&gt; https://t.co/gsszCKt0Ms

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
👏👏👏👏👏👏列入 #MacroSW

**Rachel L. West @poliSW**
RT @ProfHalloran: @karenzgoda A3b We also see an intersection of multiple systems—such as immigration and child welfare. The CWLA is puttin...

**NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF**
RT @SWClaudiaR: This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp

**NASW @nasw**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: 👏👏👏👏👏👏列入 #MacroSW
https://t.co/5AphuYgyQ9

**Inge Sengelmann @SomaPsycheYogi**
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...
NASW @nasw
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3d What’s being done: @CenterOnBudget’s report https://t.co/c3N4B5u1A relays inclusive policies states can...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging the ban on sanctuary cities that requires local officials to cooperate with ICE authorities. Other states with similar laws have filed related suits. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ProfHalloran: @karenzgoda A3b We also see an intersection of multiple systems—such as immigration and child welfare. The CWLA is puttin...

Naomi DC PR @cellistontherun
A3b: As a result, my patients now have to choose between getting medical care or getting their green card (which they would otherwise qualify for). This rule will likely be fought in court, but other advocacy is required. #macrosw

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging th...

K.Mag @KarinaMagnago
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A3. 21 states have agreed to ‘tuition equality’ which offers in state tuition rates to immigrants regardless...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
A3: clinically, making sure we do not pathologize normal reactions to racism, round ups, ICE & other oppressive policies & conditions #MacroSW
https://t.co/ZWPzY9DL4h

Isatou Ndow @isatound
@cheryl_aguilar @Hope_Center_ Community support is big; it takes a village! #MacroSW

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
Tom, we’ve got one of your amazing students on this committee!! Claudia!

Bri @blrine
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging th...
NASW @nasw
RT @isatound: @cheryl_aguilar @Hope_Center_ Community support is big; it takes a village! #MacroSW

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karengzgoda
*picturing everyone at their keyboards* #MacroSW https://t.co/RfQkIG1wp

NASW @nasw
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3: clinically, making sure we do not pathologize normal reactions to racism, round ups, ICE & other oppressive policies...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...

NASW Michigan @NASWMI
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...

Christian Ortiz Matallana @cortiz11
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Bri @blrine
RT @isatound: Resettlement is an issue as well; social workers connect immigrants with needed housing, language services and other services...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karengzgoda
#MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @SocialPsychA: @karengzgoda A3b: With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year,...
**Karen Zgoda** @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: Numerous nonprofits exist to serve immigrants in immigrant-heavy states like FL, TX, CA, and NY, b...

**UB-Social Work** @UBSSW
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serv...

**UB-Social Work** @UBSSW
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) In Southwest Florida, we are working with our local social service agencies to help educate individuals on their rights...

**Martha L Vallejo** @mvallejo0213
RT @karenzgoda: 😊😊😊😊😊😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/cqEWtlFxYk

**Karen Zgoda** @karenzgoda
Q4: The current administration is proposing longer family detentions. What are the health and mental health consequences for families (especially children) in detention? #MacroSW

**Claudia Ramirez** @SWClaudiaR
@OfficialMacroSW I could not agree more. This what being part of the change looks like! #MacroSW makes a difference and promotes social Justice!

**NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force** @FLImmigrationTF
RT @cellistontherun: A3b: As a result, my patients now have to choose between getting medical care or getting their green card (which they...

**Martha L Vallejo** @mvallejo0213
A4: Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detaining youth causes pervasive detriments to their health & mental health. Pediatrician Nadine Burke Harris explains to Congress: https://t.co/cH35SShWl3 #MacroSW

**NASW** @nasw
RT @isatound: Resettlement is an issue as well; social workers connect immigrants with needed housing, language services and other services...

**Karen Zgoda** @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3 For #NASW it’s opposing attempts to weaken protections for #migrantchildren, making it easier to imprison them & their familie...
NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging th...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: What’s being done: @nasw & coalition of orgs. dedicated to protecting the health & welfare of all children signed an...

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Q4: The current administration is proposing longer family detentions. What are the health and mental health consequences fo...

Casey @Caseyface1123
@karenzgoda A4. When separated from their parents indefinitely, children are more likely to be traumatized in these settings. This can cause upset within the whole family and cause long term damage in the child’s development. #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A3: I have personally treated very high-performing high schoolers who have thoughts of harming themselves due to feeling...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3b: With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year,...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detainin...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: Q3 #MacroSW https://t.co/1h72guFEwO

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A4: Children detained in inhumane environments stress more than what their molding minds can process. Young children especially lack a clear sense of time, so detention feels like an eternity. This can result in hopelessness & despair. #MacroSW
A3: What’s being done: @NASWTX released a YouTube video this summer outlining how social workers can help immigrant child...

RT @mvallejo0213

A4. When separated from their parents indefinitely, children are more likely to be traumatized in these sett...

RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda

A4: The current administration is proposing longer family detentions. What are the health and mental health consequences for...

RT @karenzgoda

This document is definitively worth reading as it sums up what social workers are seeing #MacroSW https://t.co/4jFac36Wsp

👏👏👏👏👏

A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detainment/deportation harm: “Families often face financial hardship, physical & emotional health consequences, & new fears of engaging with public programs.” https://t.co/hOpyqbjJEF #MacroSW

Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detaining...

RT @mvallejo0213

A3: this is an opportunity to coalition build & build a social worker grassroots movement to support immigrants. Social workers already show up to rallies, participate in actions, advocate, we must do it together not in isolation & under the social work banner #MacroSW

A4: Research also shows institutional neglect can lead to lowered intelligence, learning and memory impairment, regressive behavior, & weakened immunity. Dr. Jack Shonkoff, a Harvard pediatrician: “Neglect is more damaging than physically beating a child.” #MacroSW
Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
A3: I would say that there are more advocacy programs than I have ever heard of before now that this has been brought more to light! I know that some states have been passing laws that are making it harder for local officials to challenge ICE. We are changing agents! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3d What’s being done: @CenterOnBudget’s report https://t.co/cC3N4B5u1A relays inclusive policies states can...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging th...

Bri @blrine
@karenzgoda #macrosw The family separation and distance from each other can pose a threat to the child development and mental capabilities. This damage of their minds and bodies from the stress from being away from their families can cause the entire family trauma.

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Children detained in inhumane environments stress more than what their molding minds can process. Young children espe...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3d What’s being done: @CenterOnBudget’s report https://t.co/cC3N4B5u1A relays inclusive policies states can...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A4b: Examples include food insecurity, fear of authorities and crowds, disruption to children’s routines, homelessness, depression, and parentified behaviors in older siblings (i.e. acting like the adult). #MacroSW

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detainin...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detainin...
@SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3e What’s being done to help: @splcenter and FL immigration advocates filed a federal lawsuit challenging th...

@FLImmigrationTF: @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A4. When separated from their parents indefinitely, children are more likely to be traumatized in these sett...

@megb_ubssw: This matters. #MacroSW

@SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4c: The most devastating effects, however, are in children--youth who’ve likely already been traumatized in their home country and are now being retraumatized at critical developmental stages. Childhood trauma can become maladaptive adulthood. #MacroSW

@karenzgoda: With 2020 election looming, many states (like FL) have pushed their own anti-immigrant laws. Last year,...

@karenzgoda: The fed. govt. is trying to end the Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program that...

@SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detainment/deportation harm: “F...

@Caseyface1123: This matters. #MacroSW https://t.co/Kd6G8N1nTK

@mvallejo0213: This is honestly sickening to me, and makes me so disappointed things like this are happening in our country. #MacroSW

@FLImmigrationTF: @blrine: #macrosw The family separation and distance from each other can pose a threat to the child development and mental c...
NASW @nasw
A4 #Socialworker Guadalupe G. Lara, LMSW, an #NASW expert on immigration issues & NASW Social Justice Manager Mel Wilson discussed #immigration crisis & its impact at length listen learn educate yourself https://t.co/FslPSMcls2 #macrosw @OfficialMacroSW @cnn @AMJoy @Morning_Joe
https://t.co/yIUi1Uhtuj

Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen to PART 1: https://t.co/UtpyEzk0TF PART 2: https://t.co/xsP5Um0TAR #socialwork Part 3: https://t.co/OE7SL6HumP #MacroSW

Paula Kiger @biggreenpen
RT @karenzgoda: Q4: The current administration is proposing longer family detentions. What are the health and mental health consequences fо...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Death, and if they live, lifelong trauma #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3: clinically, making sure we do not pathologize normal reactions to racism, round ups, ICE & other oppressive policies...

Jose Dante Parra @JoseDanteParra
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Research also shows institutional neglect can lead to lowered intelligence, learning and memory impairment, regressiv...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4c: The most devastating effects, however, are in children--youth who’ve likely already been traumatized in...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detainment/deportation harm: “F...
The invisible wall is happening, even if the physical wall isn’t. #MacroSW --&gt; https://t.co/gsszCKt0Ms
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Children detained in inhumane environments stress more than what their molding minds can process. Young children espe...

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detention/deportation harm: “F...

RT @MeaganR94591985: A3: I would say that there are more advocacy programs than I have ever heard of before now that this has been brought...

RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw The family separation and distance from each other can pose a threat to the child development and mental c...

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4b: Examples include food insecurity, fear of authorities and crowds, disruption to children’s routines, hom...

RT @karenzgoda: A4: How detention causes long-term harm to children via @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour #MacroSW https://t.co/6xAZC3QxZ5

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A3d What’s being done: @CenterOnBudget’s report https://t.co/cC3N4B5u1A relays inclusive policies states can...

RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Research also shows institutional neglect can lead to lowered intelligence, learning and memory impairment, regressiv...
Bri @blrine
RT @karenzgoda: A4: How detention causes long-term harm to children via @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour #MacroSW https://t.co/6xAZC3QxZ5

NASW @nasw
RT @megb_ubssw: This matters. #MacroSW https://t.co/Kd6G8N1nTK

NASW @nasw
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4c: The most devastating effects, however, are in children--youth who’ve likely already been traumatized in...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detainment/deportation harm: “F...

NASW @nasw
We could not agree more. #macrosw

Stephen Koonz, MA, MSW @StephenKoonz
@karenzgoda Q4: Depression, PTSD, Anxiety, and irreparable harm to development #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
Yes... We need to combat these policies!

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A4. The longer the family detentions the higher risks occur on the health of the individual. Marks are being l...

NASW @nasw
RT @ShimonDCohen: Death, and if they live, lifelong trauma #MacroSW https://t.co/Jlc7G0P6OE

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
@SWClaudiaR #MacroSW Very important point Nadine, we need to create grassroots movements to support immigrants.
Isatou Ndow @isatound
@karenzgoda Access to services and life progression is stunted. What I mean by that is that they are detained but they could rather have time to become truly part of American society. In this time, their children are not school. Are they getting the resources they need while in? no #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@cheryl_aguilar Handy Guide to programs in the western part of NYS (where we’re at - #Buffalo ) https://t.co/WyfRCCvCvP #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
This is state-sanctioned cruelty. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Death, and if they live, lifelong trauma #MacroSW https://t.co/Jlc7G0P6OE

NASW @nasw
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A4. The longer the family detentions the higher risks occur on the health of the individual. Marks are being l...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @nasw: A4 #Socialworker Guadalupe G. Lara, LMSW, an #NASW expert on immigration issues & NASW Social Justice Manager Mel Wilson discusse...

Kyla Shine @KylaShine1
@karenzgoda A3: We’re seeing nationally is fear and dismissal of immigrants. They are isolated, categorized and often treated inhumanely. Campaigns have been created to challenge these issues. Campaigns like "United We Dream" help immigrant youth generate funds to renew DACA #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ShimonDCohen Exactly. 😊 #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @StephenKoonz: @karenzgoda Q4: Depression, PTSD, Anxiety, and irreparable harm to development #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A4. The longer the family detentions the higher risks occur on the health of the individual. Marks are being l...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4c: The most devastating effects, however, are in children--youth who’ve likely already been traumatized in...

NASW @nasw
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda Access to services and life progression is stunted. What I mean by that is that they are detained but they could...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/VoVFTt3Tz8. @UNICEF Early Child Development Chief Pia Rebello Britto: “There are no second chances.” #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: Detention is harmful to adults/families on the whole. @KFF 2018 report on detainment/deportation harm: “F...

prison doesnt work @CyerraRaeAnne
@cellistontherun @karenzgoda & its important to try to integrate this into practices that may not be explicitly for immigration! i.e. school swers being knowledgeable and having digestible info for their clients, same with support groups, same with #MacroSW projects. it impacts every population & area of SW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw The family separation and distance from each other can pose a threat to the child development and mental c...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @karenzgoda: A4: How detention causes long-term harm to children via @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour #MacroSW https://t.co/6xAZC3QxZ5

NASW @nasw
RT @OfficialMacroSW: This is state-sanctioned cruelty. #MacroSW https://t.co/u2tNXoujkK

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @cheryl_aguilar Handy Guide to programs in the western part of NYS (where we’re at - #Buffalo ) https://t.co/WyfFRCcCvP #MacroSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4b: Examples include food insecurity, fear of authorities and crowds, disruption to children’s routines, hom...

RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A3: We're seeing nationally is fear and dismissal of immigrants. They are isolated, categorized and often treat...

RT @nasw: A4 #Socialworker Guadalupe G. Lara, LMSW, an #NASW expert on immigration issues & NASW Social Justice Manager Mel Wilson discusse...

RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @cellistontherun @karenzgoda & its important to try to integrate this into practices that may not be explicitly for immi...

RT @nasw: A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...

@karenzgoda @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour A4: This is detrimental. No interactions, care, support, or proper developmental skills decreases a child’s physical and mental state. Growing up, they may face difficulties with attachment and possible trusting issues which can lead to other mental health issues. #MacroSW

RT @LauraSanthanam: A4: How detention causes long-term harm to children via @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour #MacroSW https://t.co/6xAZC3QxZ5

A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes brain & stays even after therapy & triggers can occur throughout lifetime. Im working w/ adults who were once detained as children, reliving trauma #MacroSW

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...
Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @newsocialworker: A2: @nasw Code of Ethics -- social workers respect the dignity and worth of the person #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @KatieMSDeRose: @karenzgoda @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour A4: This is detrimental. No interactions, care, support, or proper developmental s...

NASW @nasw
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A4. The longer the family detentions the higher risks occur on the health of the individual. Marks are being l...

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @OfficialMacroSW: The invisible wall is happening, even if the physical wall isn't. #MacroSW --> https://t.co/gsszCKt0Ms

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
How much of their trauma in their own countries was caused by decades of US policies within these countries?!?

ppj @parkerpep15
A2 : Social workers are obliged to advocate for all individuals suffering from social injustice. Every person has an inherent right to safety, happiness, good health, and the ability to grow and prosper regardless of immigration status. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@blrine I couldn't possibly keep up #MacroSW https://t.co/7HvQVXODQ4

CollaborateSE @collabtherapySE
RT @ShimonDCohen: A2: social justice is at the CORE of social work. All immigrants deserve to live without fear, to grow, live a good life....
Isatou Ndow @isatound
A4 I think one of the main negative effects is overall trauma and adding to potentially existing ones #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @mvallejo0213: @SWClaudiaR #MacroSW Very important point Nadine, we need to create grassroots movements to support immigrants. https://t…

Susanny J. Beltran, PhD, MSW @SusannyBeltran
Availability of informal caregivers and direct care workers to care for #olderadults is a related issue, including caring for documented immigrants when relatives are at risk of being deported https://t.co/KFUxqxVc78

NASW @nasw
RT @isatound: A4 I think one of the main negative effects is overall trauma and adding to potentially existing ones #MacroSW

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
A4: children do not belong in cages. They belong in our communities. The condition at detention centers are deplorable and impacting kids developmental stages. We must remember this is a man made and govt led crisis and must advocate, mobilize & vote #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4 #Socialworker Guadalupe G. Lara, LMSW, an #NASW expert on immigration issues & NASW Social Justice Manager Mel Wilson discusse...

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda A2 thru K Crenshaw's lens of intersectionality, we should recognize that whatever primary population we serv...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @isatound: A4 I think one of the main negative effects is overall trauma and adding to potentially existing ones #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
The most effective solution for disheartenment is action against these abuses.
noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
LAST QUESTION coming up in 1 minute!! #MacroSW https://t.co/ge0nd7dbM5

NASW @nasw
Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. #macrosw #ImmigrationReform NOW

Naturally Professional @pro_naturally
It is hard to witness; however, unjust practices have always taken place in this country. As social workers we have to take into consideration historical context and reconstruct society #MacroSW

Stephen Koonz, MA, MSW @StephenKoonz
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: children do not belong in cages. They belong in our communities. The condition at detention centers are deplorable...

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @cheryl_aguilar: As we wait for next question, take a few seconds to sign this social workers led petition denouncing #govtledchildabuse...

Kiersten @kellezzz
@karenzgoda It is crucial for children’s developing brains to form attachment with their parents. If not the neglect, isolation, and detainment could cause long lasting trauma. It reminds me of the mental health effects of children living in foster care #MacroSW #CO_Jackson

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda @blrine #macrosw https://t.co/jHhB6n8qA3

Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
Oh my gosh. Where to start? Children would be the most worrisome for me. This stress would impact both their mental & physical health. But my biggest concern would be with their brain development. A trauma like that is likely to slow down/stop their brain development at that age.

NASW @nasw
RT @kkellezzz: @karenzgoda It is crucial for children’s developing brains to form attachment with their parents. If not the neglect, isolat...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: children do not belong in cages. They belong in our communities. The condition at detention centers are deplorable...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @pro_naturally: It is hard to witness; however, unjust practices have always taken place in this country. As social workers we have to t...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @isatound: A4 I think one of the main negative effects is overall trauma and adding to potentially existing ones #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: @SWClaudiaR #MacroSW Very important point Nadine, we need to create grassroots movements to support immigrants. https://t...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@OfficialMacroSW State-perpetrated #trauma. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @OfficialMacroSW: This is state-sanctioned cruelty. #MacroSW https://t.co/u2tNXoujkK
RT @KatieMSDeRose: @karenzgoda @LauraSanthanam @NewsHour A4: This is detrimental. No interactions, care, support, or proper developmental s...

RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A3: We're seeing nationally is fear and dismissal of immigrants. They are isolated, categorized and often treat...

RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @cellistontherun @karenzgoda & it's important to try to integrate this into practices that may not be explicitly for immi...

RT @UBSSW: @OfficialMacroSW State-perpetrated trauma. #MacroSW

RT @newsocialworker: A2: @nasw Code of Ethics -- social workers respect the dignity and worth of the person #MacroSW

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: In essence, it's very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...

RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...

RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

@isatound unfortunately, most immigrant children are not getting the services they need. They don’t speak up even to their counselors in school because they are afraid. #MacroSW

RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A3: We're seeing nationally is fear and dismissal of immigrants. They are isolated, categorized and often treat...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @cheryl_aguilar Handy Guide to programs in the western part of NYS (where we’re at - #Buffalo) https://t.co/WyfFRCcCvP #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @isatound: @karenzgoda Access to services and life progression is stunted. What I mean by that is that they are detained but they could...

Isatou Ndow @isatound
Psychologically, for parents and for children, separation is harmful. Especially for the little ones.#MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
Yes and private corporation driven!

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: @SWClaudiaR #MacroSW Very important point Nadine, we need to create grassroots movements to support immigrants. https://t...

NASW @nasw
RT @mvallejo0213: @isatound unfortunately, most immigrant children are not getting the services they need. They don't speak up even to the...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StephenKoonz: @karenzgoda Q4: Depression, PTSD, Anxiety, and irreparable harm to development #MacroSW

Lizzy @littlemind19
RT @nasw: A2 This is what #socialworkers do. They care. They get organized. They get involved. They help. #Immigrationreform is no exceptio...

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @ajolliff234: @karenzgoda A4. The longer the family detentions the higher risks occur on the health of the individual. Marks are being l...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: We could not agree more. #macrosw https://t.co/rHaF0AyJBL

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: family separations = attachment disruption & conditions @ detentions = long term ptsd. We know how trauma changes b...
Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages.
Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mvallejo0213: @isatound unfortunately, most immigrant children are not getting the services they need. They don't speak up even to the...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @pro_naturally: It is hard to witness; however, unjust practices have always taken place in this country. As social workers we have to t...

Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages.
Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@CyerraRaeAnne @cellistontherun @karenzgoda We like that - "digestible information" - important to keep this in mind. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @isatound: Psychologically, for parents and for children, separation is harmful. Especially for the little ones.#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @cellistontherun @karenzgoda & its important to try to integrate this into practices that may not be explicitly for immi...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: @isatound unfortunately, most immigrant children are not getting the services they need. They don't speak up even to the...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @isatound: Psychologically, for parents and for children, separation is harmful. Especially for the little ones.#MacroSW

Fabs @fabiolavioletaa
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages.
Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

Naturally Professional @pro_naturally
The psychology and emotionally trauma a child will experience being away from their parents can be devastating 😞
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages.

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @parkerpep15: A2 : Social workers are obliged to advocate for all individuals suffering from social injustice. Every person has an inhe...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages.

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @ShimonDCohen: We also need to understand history & the role the U.S. has played and currently plays in creating destabilizing condition...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q5: Name an action you can take today to engage in advocacy for immigrants, whether you’re a micro or macro-focused social worker. #MacroSW https://t.co/JZx5xLxQtx

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
@cheryl_aguilar Nadine, I could not agree more with you. All schools of Social Work should come together to create a powerful agent of change. Together we are stronger #MacroSW

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @SocWrkDoc: A3) In Southwest Florida, we are working with our local social service agencies to help educate individuals on their rights...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q5: Name an action you can take today to engage in advocacy for immigrants, whether you’re a micro or macro-focused social...

Bri @blrine
@karenzgoda #macrosw I can be a voice and hold peaceful protests in the community, as well focus more efforts toward educating others as well as myself. Also to try and come up with solutions to stop not just the conditions of detention centers, but the detention centers altogether.
Casey @Caseyface1123
@karenzgoda A5. Contact elected officials and educate myself and others about our current situation. #macrosw

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Q5: Name an action you can take today to engage in advocacy for immigrants, whether you’re a micro or macro-focused social...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social work is about empowerment. Listen to and share (if appropriate) individuals’ and families’ stories, from the news or any personal interactions you have #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw I can be a voice and hold peaceful protests in the community, as well focus more efforts toward educating...

SayItLoud @freshwater718
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw I can be a voice and hold peaceful protests in the community, as well focus more efforts toward educating...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social wo...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of practice, all SWers can engage in #MacroSW for/with immigrants. Share & use this infographic! @FLImmigrationTF https://t.co/RqwUfZtLMN

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A5. Contact elected officials and educate myself and others about our current situation. #macrosw
Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages... 25 minutes ago

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A5. Contact elected officials and educate myself and others about our current situation. #macrosw 24 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: @isatound unfortunately, most immigrant children are not getting the services they need. They don't speak up even to the... 24 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @OfficialMacroSW State-perpetrated #trauma. #MacroSW 24 minutes ago

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @mvallejo0213: @SWClaudiaR #MacroSW Very important point Nadine, we need to create grassroots movements to support immigrants. https://t... 24 minutes ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @pro_naturally: It is hard to witness; however, unjust practices have always taken place in this country. As social workers we have to t... 24 minutes ago

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A5b: It is IMPERATIVE that we vote for more understanding leaders in 2020 and beyond to change the tide on immigration policy. Until then, here is an @nasw legislative alert you can act on today, the Stop Cruelty to Migrant Children Act. https://t.co/nFl3ZnPP5X #MacroSW 24 minutes ago

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their shoes. And be kind to yourself in this fight. It can get overwhelming. But we need to stick together, change makers. #MacroSW 24 minutes ago

prison doesn't work @CyerraRaeAnne
@karenzgoda from a #MacroSW lens, it can impact engagement with and access to community resources (obvi), but deeper fears of detention will deter participation overall, which poses a question of how we get info to people in need of resources. +trauma, little/no healthcare, loss of jobs, etc 24 minutes ago
brandi @brandi164
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Children detained in inhumane environments stress more than what their molding minds can process. Young children espe...

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
How to promote immigrant justice #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Research also shows institutional neglect can lead to lowered intelligence, learning and memory impairment, regressiv...

Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
@karenzgoda A5c: And a reminder that you can locate all of your state and federal elected officials here: https://t.co/99HTbGPgF4. Call, email, or make a face-to-face appt. Check out your local @nasw chapter to join their annual Lobby/Legislative Day at your state Capitol too! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social wo...

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
A5: Contact the authorities to remind them to provide sign language interpreter or signing social workers for deaf immigration -- they shouldn't be caged/left in the dark w/o access to very much needed resources. #MacroSW

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A4: In essence, it’s very hard to come back from these traumatic experiences, as @PBS mentions: https://t.co/...

Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
Personally, I can be a voice! I can look into what my state is already trying to do and get involved! Likewise, I can inform those who may have the wrong idea about this issue as a whole! ie. people who say that immigrants are welcome when arriving legally. Its small, but a start
Stephen Koonz, MA, MSW @StephenKoonz
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

SB on Leadership @SBLeaders
Great chat everyone! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Social work students: writing an op-ed is a great way to engage in #MacroSW today.

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5b: It is IMPERATIVE that we vote for more understanding leaders in 2020 and beyond to change the tide on im...

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
A 1-5. In times like these, we need #MacroSW to combat insane, horrific policies and abuses. I'm grateful to #naswfl and #nasw for encouraging us to work for immigration justice and providing us with the resources to do so

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
*mic drop* #MacroSW

Isatou Ndow @isatound
Knowledge is power and we have to start with what is in our own minds. What is the situation vs what do we think the situation is (i.e. Specific policies and areas that need changing) #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
Continue to advocate every day, learn more about the topic, participate in advocacy events and initiatives, get involved with pro-immigrant organizations, be part of the change!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@SocialPsychA @karenzgoda @FLImmigrationTF And don’t forget #selfcare to deal with the #trauma and avoid #burnout . #macrosw

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SusanLCSW: A 1-5. In times like these, we need #MacroSW to combat insane, horrific policies and abuses. I'm grateful to #naswfl and #n...
Alexis P. Davis, MSSA @SocialPsychA
RT @karenzgoda: *mic drop* #MacroSW https://t.co/A00mIgCkoC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A 5 We've been out on the streets: Buffalo demo in July "Close the Camps" in front of the office building that rents to ICE. #MacroSW https://t.co/STNoi0U1cH

Kiersten @kkellezzz
@blrine @karenzgoda Yes, especially when those children are being forcefully separated from their families. I can’t imagine how those fathers, mothers, and siblings feel because leaving their loved one is not something they ever wanted in the first place #MacroSW #CO_Jackson

NASW @nasw
A5 #Socialworkers Here’s how you can help #migrantchildren & families being detained now Watch: https://t.co/zpzIlvBJT7 & read This #NASW blog containing resources for social workers to get involved: https://t.co/zvWjU9cny1 #macrosw @OfficialMacroSW https://t.co/RknVeVD2Qj

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
A5: Check out @MIRACoalition @RAICESTEXAS @NILC @UNITEDWEDDREAM @fams2gether @ACLU @ImmAdvocates #MacroSW #CloseTheCamps

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda from a #MacroSW lens, it can impact engagement with and access to community resources (obvi), but deeper fea...

Naomi DC PR @cellistontherun
A5: Ask a local immigrant advocacy agency to do trainings at your place of employment!! My clinic recently asked HIAS-PA to do so & it was immensely helpful. This kind of training helps you better know how to teach & advocate for others. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: *mic drop* #MacroSW https://t.co/A00mIgCkoC

UH Graduate College of Social Work @UH_SocialWork
RT @nasw: A5 #Socialworkers Here’s how you can help #migrantchildren & families being detained now Watch: https://t.co/zpzIlvBJT7 & read T...
Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
A5b. I can get involved in my community. Be involved in peaceful protests, and help organizations who are trying to help fight this social injustice! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5c: And a reminder that you can locate all of your state and federal elected officials here: https://t.co/99...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5b: It is IMPERATIVE that we vote for more understanding leaders in 2020 and beyond to change the tide on im...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Social work students: writing an op-ed is a great way to engage in #MacroSW today. https://t.co/lCJGOxdE51

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Social work students: writing an op-ed is a great way to engage in #MacroSW today. https://t.co/lCJGOxdE51

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
When In Doubt, Keep Calm and Stay Focused

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
Agreed! There’s a reason writing op-ed for an assignment is pretty common among social work curriculum. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Contact the authorities to remind them to provide sign language interpreter or signing social workers for deaf immi...

Courtney @Courtne97791544
@karenzgoda It’s important for us as social workers to engage in welcoming practices for immigrants seeking asylum because they are humans and should be treated as such. We are America, the melting pot after all #MacroSW

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5c: And a reminder that you can locate all of your state and federal elected officials here: https://t.co/99...
Isatou Ndow @isatound
After educating yourself, social media is a weapon we can use to spread the word about what is going on politically concerning any injustice #MacroSW

John Halloran @ProfHalloran
@karenzgoda A5 Find an immigrant-serving organization and support it. One of our picks is the @NIJC. #MacroSW

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne
RT @karenzgoda: Q5: Name an action you can take today to engage in advocacy for immigrants, whether you’re a micro or macro-focused social...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MeaganR94591985: A5b. I can get involved in my community. Be involved in peaceful protests, and help organizations who are trying to he...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SocialPsychA @karenzgoda @FLImmigrationTF And don’t forget #selfcare to deal with the #trauma and avoid #burnout . #ma...

NASW @nasw
This is amazing advice! Take it! #Macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/sy9XIPcqhI

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @karenzgoda: Q4: The current administration is proposing longer family detentions. What are the health and mental health consequences fo...

Dawn @DBReclaimMyTime
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their s...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Contact the authorities to remind them to provide sign language interpreter or signing social workers for deaf immi...

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
On a personal note, I'm "kvelling" about the possibilities that this one task force bring. Imagine if every State #NASW had task forces for immigrant justice and shared their work. #macrosw power!
Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
A5: One way is to read Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen by Jose Antonio Vargas. I did not know much about immigration policies that were happening in our country. It can be useful to understand and be aware of the type of situations, fears, and struggles. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5c: And a reminder that you can locate all of your state and federal elected officials here: https://t.co/99...

Isatou Ndow @isatound
Volunteer your time to an agency targeted to serve immigrants. That can be one way #MacroSW

Naomi DC PR @cellistontherun
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
@karenzgoda Remain informed, educate others, call your elected officials, and volunteer for immigration social service organizations. #MacroSW

Megan @megb_ubssw
@karenzgoda A5: Send a message to your Member of Congress demanding an investigation of child detention facilities: https://t.co/qmobE3NnoE #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda A5b: It is IMPERATIVE that we vote for more understanding leaders in 2020 and beyond to change the tide on im...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
a5: Join Social Workers United for Immigration-network of #socialworkers committed to the well-being & advancement of immigrants & immigrant rights. We believe in micro & macro approach in responding to immigrants’ needs. Our next call is 9/10. https://t.co/CQtq3CyOVC #macrosw
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A5. Contact elected officials and educate myself and others about our current situation. #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dawn @DBReclaimMyTime</strong></td>
<td>RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social wo...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dawn @DBReclaimMyTime</strong></td>
<td>RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>RT @blrine: @karenzgoda #macrosw I can be a voice and hold peaceful protests in the community, as well focus more efforts toward educating...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K.Mag @KarinaMagnago</strong></td>
<td>@karenzgoda A5: Constantly educate myself and others about their rights and resources available. We need to establish trust, confidence, and empowerment! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ppj @parkerpep15</strong></td>
<td>A4: Being separated from the closest people in your life at a young age is devastating and can cause PTSD. Not knowing when you will see them again will cause a child to feel isolated, triggering intense anxiety at a young age that will likely last years #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>#MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter</strong></td>
<td>RT @cheryl_aguilare: a5: Join Social Workers United for Immigration-network of socialworkers committed to the well-being &amp; advancement of i...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee</strong></td>
<td>RT @cheryl_aguilare: a5: Join Social Workers United for Immigration-network of socialworkers committed to the well-being &amp; advancement of i...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NASW @nasw</strong></td>
<td>A5. The most important thing you can do to Stop the insanity of children being put in cages is to VOTE. And get your family and friends to Vote, too! #macrosw <a href="https://t.co/nkw0pg1NLH">https://t.co/nkw0pg1NLH</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
A5: Another thing I can do right away is to translate essential information from government/organizations into American Sign Language (some have done in other countries' sign languages) and post the videos online for others to watch/understand. #MacroSW

UH Graduate College of Social Work @UH_SocialWork
RT @nasw: A5. The most important thing you can do to Stop the insanity of children being put in cages is to VOTE. And get your family and f...

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @nasw: A5. The most important thing you can do to Stop the insanity of children being put in cages is to VOTE. And get your family and f...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @SunyaFolayan: Word! #MacroSW https://t.co/Dmtp3JQuN7

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @nasw: A5. The most important thing you can do to Stop the insanity of children being put in cages is to VOTE. And get your family and f...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Check out @MIRACoalition @RAICESTEXAS @NILC @UNITEDWEDREAM @fams2gether @ACLU @ImmAdvocates #MacroSW #CloseTheCamps

NASW @nasw
RT @Caseyface1123: @karenzgoda A5. Contact elected officials and educate myself and others about our current situation. #macrosw

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
RT @KarinaMagnago: @karenzgoda A5: Constantly educate myself and others about their rights and resources available. We need to establish tr...
NASW @nasw
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their s...

UH Graduate College of Social Work @UH_SocialWork
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their s...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

Meagan Reed @MeaganR94591985
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

NASW @nasw
RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Another thing I can do right away is to translate essential information from government/organizations into American...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@DeafSocialWork Especially when media outlets publish online; students are able to post links & retweet to signal-boost their writing. #MacroSW https://t.co/TqApRhiWQL

OscarRivera @OscarLCSW
We must stay engaged in the political process by identifying #Social Workers to run for office. Not only on a federal or state level but most importantly in the local municipality level. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW Next Week: Rachel West (@poliSW) will chat about getting the most out of your field placement. https://t.co/WK8sVIA7rg

Savannah Lindsey @sav__lindsey
VOTE. #MacroSW

UH Graduate College of Social Work @UH_SocialWork
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello
RT @karenzgoda: A2: Protecting the Rights of Refugees and Asylum-Seekers via @amnestyusa #MacroSW https://t.co/XeSwrLAifZ

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW Next Week: Rachel West (@poliSW) will chat about getting the most out of your field placement. https://t.co/WK8sVIA7rg

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OscarLCSW: We must stay engaged in the political process by identifying Social Workers to run for office. Not only on a federal or sta...

Sonia Mulero @SWinEspanol
RT @mvallejo0213: A4: Yrs. of science show that children need a nurturing caregiver to protect their developing brains. Separating/detainin...

Claudia Ramirez @SWClaudiaR
RT @OscarLCSW: We must stay engaged in the political process by identifying Social Workers to run for office. Not only on a federal or sta...

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social wo...

prison doesnt work @CyerraRaeAnne
@karenzgoda continue this discussion in #MacroSW spaces offline. engage w/ grassroots orgs in your area (attend a meeting, protest, offer monetary support, connect them with other resources). email/call a representative. search policies that are being proposed to stay informed.
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Support #MacroSW by donating or sharing our Patreon link today! Your support helps expand our work and continue the chats: https://t.co/HyjgkQhOig

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cheryl_aguilar: a5: Join Social Workers United for Immigration-network of #socialworkers committed to the well-being & advancement of i...

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
RT @nasw: A5. The most important thing you can do to Stop the insanity of children being put in cages is to VOTE. And get your family and f...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
THANK YOU to all our chatters and guest experts tonight!! #MacroSW

Molly Evans @CherryBGirl
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @karenzgoda: Support #MacroSW by donating or sharing our Patreon link today! Your support helps expand our work and continue the chats:....

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
@karenzgoda Thank you all moderators/partners for lively chat as usual! #MacroSW

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
A5) Engage with elected officials, combat the real Fake News out there, speak up when called to do so, educate on the importance of these issues. (Sorry, that was more than one!) #MacroSW https://t.co/3O6vzp1vZv

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Contact the authorities to remind them to provide sign language interpreter or signing social workers for deaf immi...

Kyla Shine @KylaShine1
@karenzgoda A5: I think just by promoting awareness via social media, getting more involved in protests and getting comfortable with sitting in city meetings is a way to get more involved and promote change. The fear to be more involved needs to be let go. This is for a bigger purpose #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karengzoda
See you next week!! #MacroSW https://t.co/0rkteZgDzY

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
Every time you see an attack on the immigrant community, contact Congress. They need to hear from us. We represent the second largest profession providing mental health services & are at the forefront of issues impacting community. https://t.co/E3Hj9mTXWZ #MacroSW

Susan Mankita, MSW, LCSW @SusanLCSW
A 1-5 I know & have worked with Martha, Alexis, Robbie, Claudia, Vicki, Dawn, Stephanie, Edith, Stephanie and Oscar. I am moved by their passion for this work. The WhatsApp group where some of this work happens is filled with ideas, resources & action. Buzzing every day! #macrosw

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @karengzoda: Q3: What issues are social workers seeing nationally with immigrants, and what is being done to support and better serve th...

Courtney @Courtne97791544
RT @nasw: Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cages. Children do not belong in cage...

NASW @nasw
#macrosw @karengzoga Thanks for inviting us to participate in this incredibly important conversation about #immigration https://t.co/hudvtNn7yZ

Stephen Koonz, MA, MSW @StephenKoonz
Thank you #MacroSW for another great and informative chat #MacroSW

Robbie G. Singh @RobbieG_Singh
#MacroSW Create a list of alliances, develop a clear strategy that educates and promotes awareness of the facts in order to put pressure on elected officials whom may either be ignorant about the subject matter or are intentional or are supportive of hardline immigration policy.

Karen Zgoda @karengzoda
RT @DeafSocialWork: @karengzoga Thank you all moderators/partners for lively chat as usual! #MacroSW
Megan @megb_ubssw
@karenzgoda Thank YOU! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Well, the 2019 - 2020 #MacroSW chats are off to a great start! Tons of tweets, ideas, resources - you know, just the usual! Thanks again to our guests, @mvallejo0213 and @SocialPsychA - plus the support of so many others! Good night and hope to see you next week!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: #macrosw @karenzgoda Thanks for inviting us to participate in this incredibly important conversation about #immigration https://t...

Dr. Tom Felke @SocWrkDoc
Thanks everyone! Great to be back and see you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/Wh4snq0qD9

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Well, the 2019 - 2020 #MacroSW chats are off to a great start! Tons of tweets, ideas, resources - you know, just the usual! Thank...

Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @cheryl_aguilar: A4: children do not belong in cages. They belong in our communities. The condition at detention centers are deplorable...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Check out @MIRACoalition @RAICESTEXAS @NILC @UNITEDWEDREAM @fams2gether @ACLU @ImmAdvocates #MacroSW #CloseTheCamps

prison doesnt work @CyerraRaeAnne
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nasw Thank you for joining us tonight!! Please keep #MacroSW posted on how we can help #CloseTheCamps!
NASW @nasw
For more on How to Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family this #NASW #SocialWork Blog post contains resources for #socialworkers to get involved https://t.co/RZLW1jCry #macrosw @OfficialMacroSW @socworkpodcast @cnn @AMJoy @Morning_Joe @donlemon @ChrisCuomo https://t.co/kM1VtKzeAV

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A5: I think just by promoting awareness via social media, getting more involved in protests and getting comfort...

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
As a #socialworker & mandatedreporter, I am calling on @SpeakerPelosi @Senatemajldr to protect #immigrantchildren by removing them from the care of neglectful and abusive administration. https://t.co/GhJy0YzAxO #macroSW

UH Graduate College of Social Work @UH_SocialWork
RT @nasw: For more on How to Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family this #NASW #SocialWork Blog post contains resources...

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello
RT @mvallejo0213: The increase in raids, inhumane detentions, & home invasions due to current immigration policies urged us to strengthen o...

Isatou Ndow @isatound
Thank you! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: See you next week!! #MacroSW https://t.co/0rkteZgDzY

Alexis Wathier @proud2bacodder
RT @nasw: #macrosw @karenzgoda Thanks for inviting us to participate in this incredibly important conversation about #immigration https://t...

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
As usual, tonight was a productive conversation! Have a lovely and safe weekend especially those near #dorianhurricane. #MacroSW

Babyf8ce @Shalisa_Renee
RT @cheryl_aguilar: As a #socialworker & mandatedreporter, I am calling on @SpeakerPelosi @Senatemajldr to protect #immigrantchildren by re...
Yes, social workers should engage at all levels, #MacroSW #MicroSW #MezzoSW

RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A5: I think just by promoting awareness via social media, getting more involved in protests and getting comfort...

Thanks for joining tonight's #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/bXtLUOUEt6

Thanks #MacroSW for a great chat, speakers, partners and everyone who participated for a great dialogue. An attack on immigrants, is an attack to the values and ethics we uphold high as social workers.

RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks for joining tonight's #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/bXtLUOUEt6

Music to my ears 🎵 Thank you for being part of our discussion - keep up the good #MacroSW #socialwork!

Thank you #MacroSW

RT @nasw: For more on How to Volunteer to Help #ImmigrantChildren Separated from Family this #NASW #SocialWork Blog post contains resources...

This was our "If everyone reads the same book" for the 2019 #MSW Orientation! #MacroSW https://t.co/jY2CvvR925

RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks for joining tonight's #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/bXtLUOUEt6

RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Another thing I can do right away is to translate essential information from government/organizations into American...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyerraRaeAnne: @karenzgoda continue this discussion in #MacroSW spaces offline. engage w/ grassroots orgs in your area (attend a meetin...

Katie DeRose @KatieMSDeRose
RT @nasw: #macrosw @karenzgoda Thanks for inviting us to participate in this incredibly important conversation about #immigration https://t...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @sav__lindsey: VOTE. #MacroSW https://t.co/ndS3XbsvZ0

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @SocialPsychA: @karenzgoda We know hearing and reading about this trauma can be difficult. But there is hope. No matter your area of pra...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Finally, it’s important to advocate both for and with immigrants in this social justice and #MacroSW fight. Social wo...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their s...

Immigrants News @immigrants24
RT @cheryl_aguilar: Thanks #MacroSW for a great chat, speakers, partners and everyone who participated for a great dialogue. An attack on i...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KarinaMagnago: @karenzgoda A5: Constantly educate myself and others about their rights and resources available. We need to establish tr...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @megb_ubssw: @karenzgoda A5: Send a message to your Member of Congress demanding an investigation of child detention facilities: https:/...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @sav__lindsey: @karenzgoda Remain informed, educate others, call your elected officials, and volunteer for immigration social service or...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ProfHalloran: @karenzgoda A5 Find an immigrant-serving organization and support it. One of our picks is the @NIJC. #MacroSW
NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF 11 minutes ago
RT @KatieMSDeRose: A5: One way is to read Dear America: Notes of an Undocumented Citizen by Jose Antonio Vargas. I did not know much about...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda 11 minutes ago
RT @Courtne97791544: @karenzgoda It’s important for us as social workers to engage in welcoming practices for immigrants seeking asylum bec...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF 11 minutes ago
RT @isatound: Volunteer your time to an agency targeted to serve immigrants. That can be one way #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF 11 minutes ago
RT @megb_ubssw: @karenzgoda A5: Send a message to your Member of Congress demanding an investigation of child detention facilities: https://...

Courtney @Courtne97791544 10 minutes ago
@karenzgoda We are seeing abuse that is coming from our own system. We want change so we need to be it. We want to help not hurt. #macrosw

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF 10 minutes ago
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Check out @MIRACoalition @RAICESTEXAS @NILC @UNITEDWEDREAM @fams2gether @ACLU @ImmAdvocates #MacroSW #CloseTheCamps

NASW @nasw 10 minutes ago
RT @megb_ubssw: @karenzgoda A5: Send a message to your Member of Congress demanding an investigation of child detention facilities: https://...

NASW @nasw 10 minutes ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks for joining tonight’s #MacroSW chat! https://t.co/bXtLUOUEt6

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar 10 minutes ago
We have a lot of work to do to undo hateful politics. https://t.co/UKvJHubzfX #MacroSW

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF 10 minutes ago
RT @KylaShine1: @karenzgoda A5: I think just by promoting awareness via social media, getting more involved in protests and getting comfort...
Veterans Health @edcvhf2
RT @SunyaFolayan: Context is everything. #MacroSW https://t.co/Fvlv7pcJQJ

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @DeafSocialWork: A5: Another thing I can do right away is to translate essential information from government/organizations into American...

Nadine Aguilar @cheryl_aguilar
RT @mvallejo0213: A5: Throughout it all, remember your humanity and empathy, even for those who may not look/live like you. Walk in their s...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @RobbieG_Singh: #MacroSW Create a list of alliances, develop a clear strategy that educates and promotes awareness of the facts in order...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Courtne97791544: @karenzgoda We are seeing abuse that is coming from our own system. We want change so we need to be it. We want to hel...

NASW-FL Immigration Justice Task Force @FLImmigrationTF
RT @OscarLCSW: We must stay engaged in the political process by identifying #Social Workers to run for office. Not only on a federal or sta...

Martha L Vallejo @mvallejo0213
RT @nasw: #macrosw @karenzgoda Thanks for inviting us to participate in this incredibly important conversation about #immigration https://t...

Laura Petrocelli @LauraPetrocell1
A1: I know that the Immigration Justice Task Force as a whole is a non-profit organization which is made up of residents and groups of people in the US. They advocate for immigrant issues and immigration reform. #MacroSW @karenzgoda

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @LauraPetrocell1: A1: I know that the Immigration Justice Task Force as a whole is a non-profit organization which is made up of residen...

Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
Looks like time got the best of me and missed today's #MacroSW chat. I will review the Tweets for a recap!
If you work with immigrants and Latinxs, there is an upcoming conference focused on social work with immigrants and Latinxs organized by Latino Social Workers Organization - Chicago, 9/25 to 9/27. Learn more and register @ https://t.co/zKguOAvojz #MacroSW

A2: It is important for SWs to support immigrants b/c it's a human rights issue. They clearly came to the US for a good enough reason to risk deportation. As long as a person is willing to work to contribute to US, they should be able to stay here, despite legal status. #MacroSW

There has been a lot of immigrants moving into the US lately. Some may need advocacy, assistance finding housing or jobs, translators or more. SWs can connect immigrants with those appropriate services to make their transition to the US easier. #MacroSW @karenzgoda

RT @cheryl_aguilar: Thanks #MacroSW for a great chat, speakers, partners and everyone who participated for a great dialogue. An attack on i...
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